CORPORATE BROCHURE

Keeping your data yours
Outpost24 provides state of the art vulnerability management technology and services that
simplify the complex security needs of modern businesses. Since 2001, we have been pioneering
customizable tools and solutions that meet the needs for vulnerability management from small
companies to large enterprises through scalable, easy to use solutions. We continue to pursue
simplicity and usability in all aspects of our development.
Today, over 2000 commercial and government clients in more than 40 countries trust Outpost24 to
protect their internal and external networks. Outpost24 secures organizations within a wide range
of business sectors, including governmental institutions.

We offer leading, proactive security solutions in the following areas:
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Our Products
The advanced, proprietary technology of Outpost24 is market leading in vulnerability coverage and scanning
accuracy. We transform time consuming and tedious tasks into automated steps that fit into existing
organizational processes, thereby reducing cost and time investment for our customers. All of our products can
be coupled with implementation and full managed service by our in-house technical experts.

Secure Web Application Security (SWAT)
SWAT™ is the most accurate and production safe
alternative for security management of high value web
applications. This technology offers organizations the
benefit of persistence of tools, continuous security
monitoring of applications, and an accuracy at the
level of experienced penetration testers. The unrivalled
accuracy makes SWAT perfect for high value and high
availability assets.

External Vulnerability Scanner
OUTSCAN™ is an on-demand security tool that
enables organizations to assess and manage their
external network vulnerabilities. OUTSCAN works from
Outpost24’s secure operations center to scan network
perimeters, identify vulnerabilities and provide simple
reports to identify cost efficient remediation.

PCI ASV Compliance Scanner
OUTSCAN™ PCI is an on-demand, SaaS PCI compliance
verification tool, based on the OUTSCAN technology, to
verify and prove the compliance of credit card data
handling with PCI Data Security Standard. As an
Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV) by the PCI Security
Standards Council, Outpost24 assists customers in
achieving and maintaining PCI compliance.

Internal Vulnerability Scanner
HIAB™ (hacker-in-a-box) is an automated security
solution that enables organizations to assess and
manage threats against internal networks. HIAB™ is
installed within the internal network and identifies
vulnerabilities on servers, workstations and other
devices. With HIAB, scanning, reporting and data
analysis is performed within the appliance, ensuring
that data never leaves your internal network.

HIAB on-demand products
HIAB™ PORTABLE is an on-demand security scanning
solution enabling professionals to assess and manage
internal vulnerabilities on the go or on an ad hoc basis.
HIAB Portable excels in customizable reporting and
screening of non-managed and non-connected
networks as well as penetration tests.
HIAB™ SMALL BUSINESS is an on-demand security
scanning tool for small organizations to diagnose their
internal network vulnerabilities and to protect sensitive
data. HIAB Small Business offers efficient vulnerability
management to identify network exposures, detect
vulnerabilities and to automate reports, for easy
problem solving on internal networks.

Our Services
Outpost24 offers professional services to organizations looking for an added element of human intelligence to their
security program. Our ethical, technical experts – professional “hackers” – hold certifications such as Certified Ethical
Hacker and CISSP and conduct detailed tests for technical and logical security errors according to OWASP guidelines.
They then evaluate and document possible points of attack on your networks or applications and explore points of
weakness as a cybercriminal would. We offer the following areas of professional services:

Network & Infrastructure Assessments
• Internal & External Audits
• Wireless Network Audits
• IPv4 & IPv6

Web Application Testing
• Authenticated
• Unauthenticated
• Stress & DoS Testing
• Applets
• REST
• HTML5

Mobile Application Testing
• iOS
• Android
• Windows Mobile

Our Customers
Outpost24’s proactive security solutions have helped over 2,000 companies avoid exploitation of their corporate
networks. Our customers range from small local businesses to multinational organizations, and span a wide range of
sectors including transport, finance, education, government, healthcare, retail, wine & beverage, space industries and
multimedia.

The Outpost24 Advantage
Security-focused Development
Outpost24’s products and services are inherently
secure; our technology is developed in the
context of security needs and not driven solely by
compliance directives.

Unlimited Scalability
Outpost24 tools fit internal and external
networks of all sizes and can integrate with
different appliances to increase scalability and
span vast networks.

Direct Customer Support
Our 24x7 direct support at no additional cost
ensures that all customers get the technical
support they need, on-demand, by qualified
technology experts.

Virtualization
Outpost24 supports all major virtualization
platforms, resulting in simple, swift and seamless
deployment, distribution and management of
HIABs.

Management-minded Reporting
We help you bridge technical vulnerability
management details and business interests by
offering reports and overviews that demonstrate
the success and impact of vulnerability
management efforts over time.

Innovation
Outpost24 foresees market and organizational
demands in the context of security needs and
continually develops features to help our
customers proactively protect their assets.

High Accuracy
Our innovative scanning tools are continuously
improved to be the most accurate scanners on
the market; Outpost24 maintains a uniquely low
average of false positives.

Our People
We believe that our customer relationships are
best handled by local partners; Outpost24
understands the unique differences between
markets and employs expert international sales
and technical support teams that are present
throughout the world.

ABOUT OUTPOST24
Outpost24 offers vulnerability management tools and solutions ranging from fully automated to full-service and secures
more than 2,000 corporate and government organizations worldwide. Spanning most industries and business sectors,
Outpost24 customers include: Travelex, Delta Lloyd Group, ING Life Limited, Banco Multiva,
Technologies de l’Information de l’Etat (CTIE), Funda, Vebego, Generali, Arcelor Mittal, Grupo Salinas and Deutsche
Postbank. Outpost24 is headquartered in Sweden and serviced by a global network of local sales offices.

Outpost24 Headquarters
Bastionsgatan 6A
371 32 Karlskrona
Sweden
+46 455 612300
www.outpost24.com

